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QUALITY COSTS AND PROFITS
David S. Ang
Charles E. Hegji

INTRODUCTION

Quality assurance has always played a central role in ftrm strategy.
Competitiveness, market share, and profit.ability are all critically linked to a
ftrm's ability to provide high-quality products at reasonable cost. As the
awareness of the importance of quality has incr eased over time, several
attempts have been made to provide an economic basis for ftrm-level quality
decisions. Two of these are primarily cost based.
The ftrst is the traditional "tot.al quality cost" framework, developed by
Lundvall and J uran (1974) and Feigenbaum (1983 ) and extended by Modaress
a nd Ansari /1987 ), Chandra a nd Ullman (1986), Marino /1990), and Larson
Cl992 ). The fundamental assumption underlying this framework 1s that a
ftrm can only achieve increased quality at a cost and that devoting resources
to quality improvement often results in a trade-off. For inst.ance, a ftrm can
save money by reducing initial product quality, only to incltr higher cost s later
due to scra p, rework, a nd warranty service Weighing these costs results in
the ftrm's choice of an optrmal level of quality, often quantified in terms of an
optimal number of defects. An alternative chool of thought supports the idea
that improved quality is virtually costless <Crosby, 1979, 19 3; Fine. 19 3 l,
particularly if achieved through the implementation of a Tot.al Quality
Management (TQl\ll approach, Porter and Rayne r, 1992 \. The implication of
this notion 1s that a ftrm i:,hould alway,, aim at 10or, quality, or alterna tively,
at "zero defects" as its goal.
A problem with the abo\·e a pproaches is that neither a ttempt to formally
include the benefits of product quality in the model. Hsarng and Lee (19 5)
take a n important step 111 this d1recoon by empha izing the impacts of quality
decis ions on ftrm revenue. Hsrung a nd Lee criticize the traditional cost of
quality framework by argu ing that the traditional approach assumes a
constant product dema nd that neglect:, th!' revenue effect of quality They
then demonstrate that when the effecb of the increased revenues gener ated
by quality 1mprovemenb are included in the model, the resulting level of
quality is higher than generated by the traditional cost of quality approach.
These revenue effects, they argue, provide an economic basis for the zero
defects concept. More recently. Bowman <1994 l and Ileag) 11995 l made
similar points by a rgui ng that lost sales due to poor product quality and the
resulting acnrmulated inventone :,hould be measur ed as part of th!' cost of
quality. These authors argue that neglecting this revenue when costing
quality leads ftrm to choose lower product quality. Revenues are again a
basis for the zero defects concept. All three of these recent models and the
traditional cost of quality framework are deficient, however, since they do not

directly consider the overall impact of quality decisions on total profits, the
ultimate objective of the firm. With this in mind. the purpose of the paper is
to build such a model.
In the next section, the authors provide a brief discussion of the
traditional cost of quality argument. The following section builds the current
model of quality in a profit-maximizing framework. The model assumes that
revenues and costs are both dependent on output, price, and product quality.
Within this framework, price is chosen via an optimal markup over costs.
Product quality is then chosen to maximize profits. balancing costs and
revenues based on the marked-up price. This results in a rule linking revenue
derived from product quality to costs and price elasticity of demand. The
model is used as a vehicle for discussing alternative cost of quality concepts.
In the final section, an example is developed to demonstrate how the
framework can be used to determine the amount of sales revenue that must
be generated by a quality improvement program to make it profitable.
THE TRADITIONAL COST OF QUALITY ARGUMENT

The traditional quality cost argument 1s based on Feigenbaum's (19 3)
classification of quality. According to this scheme, quality costs can be
classified into three categories with the optimal level of quality being the level
that minimizes the sum of these cost:,
Prevention costs are the costs of actions taken to rnvestigate, prevent,
or reduce the risk of non-conformity or defects. These include the costs of
training, new product review, process control, quality data acquisition. and
quality reporting. Apprai al costs include incoming material inspection,
product appraisal and testing, and maintenance of test equipment. Crosby
/1979 ) ca lls the sum of prevention and appraisa l costs the Price of
Conformance <POC ). These costs. which increase with the le\·el of quality, are
often interpreted as a decrease in the percentage of defects.
Failure costs are the costs of nonconformity. These costs can further be
classified into internal failure costs, which are discovered before product
delivery and include scrap, rework, remspecuon, and redesign and external
failure costs. External costs are incurred after delivery to the customer and
include warranty costs, costs of ervice calls, and lo s of goodwill due to poor
product quality. Failure costs can be referred to as the Price of NonConformance <PO Cl. These costs decrease with the level of quality.
According to the traditional model, the optimal level of quality is the level that
minimizes the total cost of quality, defined as the sum of the Price of
Conformance and Price of on-Conformance. Formally, the authors follow a
specification similar to Hsaing and Lee's (1985).
uppose q is the quality level of the product. Also, assume that O < q < 1,
so that 100' < product quality is defined by q = 1, and no product quality is
defined by q = 0. The authors define C,,., .(q ) as the Price of on-Conformance
at quality level q. The authors assume that these costs are decreasing and
2
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convex in q. Therefore, C'rosc {q) < 0, and C"rosc (q) > 0, wher e C' and C" denote
respectively first and second derivatives. The authors also define CPOC(q) as
the Price of Conformance at quality level q. These latter costs will be assumed
to be increasing and convex in q. Therefore, C'roc (q) > 0, and C""°' (q) > O.
Total quality costs are therefore
Cq(q) =

CroNc(q) + Cpoc(q).

(1)

By construction C.(q) is the sum of an increasing and a decreasing
function, both convex in q. Therefore, an optimal level of quality exists, q_,
that minimizes C.(q), obtained by solving C',, (q) = O.
A PROFIT-MAXIMIZING MODEL OF OPTIMAL QUALITY

The authors assume that the fmn produces product X. Demand for X will
be specified by X = X(P,ql, a decreasing function in price, P, and increasing
function in quality, q. For a given product quality, total revenue is therefore
TR = PX, where P is the inverse demand for X.
The traditional quality cost framework has usually defined costs on a per
unit basis. Let X be the number of units produced. This allows the authors
to define the firm's total cost fonction as
TC = XC~ 1

+ XCq (q)

(2 )

Equation (2 l defines total costs as the sum of manufacturing costs. XC"
and total quality costs, XC ,, both expressed as the product of per unit costs
and the number of units manufactured. Unit manufacturing costs ,vill. for
sake of simplicity, be assumed constant. Per unit quality costs will be convex
in q.
The above total revenues and costs result in total profits
(3)

Although output, price. and quality are all chosen as part of a joint
decision. profit maximization can be thought of as being accomplished in two
steps. The firm first determine an optimal pricing strategy. which at any
level of quality results in an optimal output because of the demand relation.
It then maximizes profits by choosing an optimal level of quality based on the
margin of price over costs.
Maximizing Equation (3) with respect to P results in U1e following first
order condition
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(4)
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Using some algebra, and noting that the price elasticity of demand is
defined as ri = -(cX/oP)PIX, results in
(5 )

olving for the optimal price p, obtains
p• = -ri(Ct,.t + Cq)
( I - TJ)

(6)

Maximizing profits, therefore. requires setting a price that is a markup
over the sum of unit manufacturing costs C" and the unit cost of quality c•.
As in standard pricing theory, the optimal markup is determined by the price
elasticity of demand fl .
Given this price, the firm maximizes tot.al profits with r espect to quality.
This results in the first order condition

ax

ex

ex

+
dCq
P - - CM - - Cq - - X - = 0.
cq
cq
cq
dq

(7 )

Rearranging Equatlon (7) results in
+
ax
dC
(P - CM - Cq ) - = X - q .
cq
dq

(

)

Equation ( ) states that the profit-maXJmizing choice of product quality
results when the net profit re ulting from an increment to total quality equals
the resulting increment m total quality costs. The condition generalizes both
the traditional cost of quality-based approaches and the revenue-based
approaches of Hsaing a nd Lee (19 5 l, Bowman (1994 ), and Heagy (1995 l
This can be seen by rewriting Equation ( ) as
+
(P - CM - Cq)

X

ax = dCq
cq dq

(9)

The traditional cost of quality argument emphasizes minimizing quality
costs, which requires that dC/ dq = 0. Equation (9) shows that, assuming a
markup of price over costs, the traditional argument will only be optimal if
ax; c1q = 0. That is, the traditional argument will only be optimal if there are
4
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no revenue effects generated by increased product quality. This is essentially
the argument of Hsaing and Lee (1985), Bowman 0994), and Heagy (1995).
Equation (9) generalizes the models of these author s by explicitly considering
how the net unit profit margin (P - C,1 - C,l influences the cost of quality
decision.
The condition also incorporates the idea that this profit margin and the
profitability of quality improvements will depend on pricing strategy and
price elasticity. Substituting for P'• from Equation (6), and using the
definitions X'(q) =aXJ aq and C;(q) =dC/ dq into Equation (8) results in
X'(q) ( -1- ) = C'(q)
X
ri - 1
Cr,.i +Cq

(10 )

Rearranging (10) and multiplying the left-hand side by PIP obtains
PX'(q) = (11- I) C'(q) = (11- I) C'(q)
PX
CM +Cq
ATC

(11)

Equation (11 l stat es that if the firm is choo ing an optimal level of quality,
then the percentage of increase in sales revenue generated by any quality
improvement must equal the percentage increment in quality costs resulting
from that improvement, weighted by the price elasticity of demand. The idea
in the condition is that if quality improvement program generate increased
sales, profit maximization requires that these sales cover total unit
manufacturing and quality costs, with the price markup on which these sales
are based depending on the price elasticity of demand.
Theory dictate::. that the Ii.rm operates under the condition 11 > 1. with the
percent markup of price over cost being (P- C" - C.,)/(C" + C,l = 1/(11 - ll.
ubject to this restriction, for small \'alues of price ela ticity 0<11<2l the
markup of price over cost will be greater than 100',. Equation (11) suggests
that under this :,ih1ation less than a l', increase Ill ,-ale:,, re\'enue will be
required to be generated for a l' ; increa e in quality costs to be profitable.
However, for 1p2 the markup of price over cost will be less than 10or,
Under thi
ituation, more than a 1<·; increase Ill ale revenue will be
r equired to be generated for a l' r increase in quality co::.l:, to be profitable.
Equation (11) can be rewritten to obtain the amount of sale revenues
that mu t be generated from any quality 1IDpro,·ement program to make 1t
profitable
PX'(q) = PX(11 - I)

C'(q)

CM + Cq

(12)

As Equation (12) uggests, this required incremental revenu e, PX'(ql, will
be pr oportional to the before improvement revenu e, PX, multiplied by the
Southern Business Reu,ew
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percentage increment in quality costs. As in Equation (11), this pr oduct is
conditioned by the price elasticity of demand via the term ( TJ - 1). The next
section demonstrates use of this rule for a r epresent ative quality cost and
demand situation facing the firm.
AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO DETERMINE REQUIRED REVENUES
FOR A PROFITABLE QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Suppose that a quality control ma nager for a nail and screw manufacturer
is facing a quality improvement decision for a hypothetical product, Wood
Screw type A34. The manager is not very pleased with the current acceptable
percentage defective rate and would like to produce a smaller percentage
defective rate. The manufacturing engineering department has prepared cost
estimates for the produ ction of wood screw ty pe A34. Both the
manufacturing cost estimates before quality improvement a nd after quality
improvement are summarized in Table I. The ma nager's decision hinges on
whether the quality improvement program will generate the desired revenue
required from an increase in quality improvement cost . These revenues a re
computed in Table II.
TABLE I
MANUFACTURING COSTS OF A34 WOOD SCREW (RU
O per ation Labor (pr ess operator.
mat erial handler. packer) . .
SuperVlsory Labor . . . . . . . . . . . .
Factor y Labor
Total Q uality Control Cost . . . . . .
Total Labor
Plant Over head (ut1h ties. r epair.
insurance, etc. l . . . . .
Adm1mstrat1ve Expense ....... .
l\latenal . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Subtotal
Packaging . . . . .

3.25 hr@ $6.501ir
6
of O peration Labor

$ 2 1.13

b':t of Factory Labor

:i' 1.79

90"' of Total Labor
109, of T otal Labor

$ 2 1.77
2.42

4% of subtotal

To ta l Manufac turing Cost Be fore Quality Impro veme nt
Q uality l mprovement Cost . . . . .

21 of Factory Labor

To tal Manufacturing Cost After Qua lity Improveme nt

OF 1,000)

__L2I
$ 22.40

$ 24. 19

$ 42. 19
___j_,fil!

S 68.07
__Q&

S 68.52

Table I shows a before quality improvement total cost of $6 .07 per run of
1,000 wood screws. This equals a per unit marginal cost of $.068 per screw,
which is listed in Column B of Table II. Quality improvement costs a re
6
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assumed to be 2l1 of factory labor , or $.45 per 1,000 screws, listed in Column
C of Table II. The percentage increment in costs due to quality improvement
shown in Column D is, therefore, .45/68.07 = .0066.
Determining the revenue required to cover this quality improvement cost
requires specification of a demand function. For purposes of illustration, it
must be assumed that demand is of constant elasticity form X = KP q. This
form h as been chosen on l:\vo grounds. First, it is mathematically tractable,
with the absolute value of demand elasticity given by the parameter I').
Second, the parameters K, I'), and can be estimated by linear regression
since performing a logarithmic transformation of this function r esult:, in a
linear equation in the natural logs of X, P, K, a nd q. In Table II, K bas been
arbitrari ly ch osen to be 10,000, with q = 10 and f3 = .5. The table then uses
this demand to generate revenue estimates for the alternative values of ri
listed in Column E.
For each value of price elasticity, price in Table II is computed as a
mar kup of marginal cost according to Equation (6). Resulting sales before
quality improveme nt are calculated usi ng this price in the demand function.
The revenu e required to cover quality improvement costs 1s computed for
each value of I') in Column I of the table by substi tuti ng percentage increment
inequality costs. pnce elasticity. price. and unit sales into Equation 12.
TABLE II
REQUIRED REVENUES FROM
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT A34 WOOD SCREW
A
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Table II sh ows that highe r values of pnce elai,tic,ty reqture greater
a mounti, of revenue to be generated by a given percentage increment in
quality improvement cost to make that quality improvement profitable. A
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explained above, higher values of price elasticity lead to smaller per unit
profit margins over cost, therefore, requiring greater sales r evenues to
profitably cover any increment in costs.
Moreover, as Figure I demonstrates, in the present example, the
relationship between price elasticity and the revenues required to cover
quality improvement costs is highly non-linear. An approximate tripling of
price elasticity from 1.2 to 3 causes required revenue::, to increase from
approximately $50 to approximately $40,000, a factor of 800. These numbers
are, of course, dependent on the example chosen. However, they do illustrate
that quality improvement costs can be expensive in terms of requiring a
substantial amount of revenue generation to cover a small mcrement in costs
at high values of demand elasticity.
FIGURE 1
REQUIRED REVENU E FROM
QUALITY IMPROVEM ENT VS PRICE ELASICITY
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CONCLU IO S

The traditional view has been that some optimal number of defects that
will minimize total quality costs exists. However, the traditional total quality
cost framework neglects the effect of quality on product demand, revenue,
and profits. This paper presents a profit-maximizing model of quality costs
The model is used to deterrrune the r evenue required to cover the increased
costs due to a given quality improvement program. The paper finds that this
required revenue i conditioned by price elasticity of demand. In particular,
the authors find that quality improvement costs can be expensive 10 terms of
requiring a su bstantial amount of revenue generation to cover a small
111crement 111 costs at high values of demand elasticity.
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